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The molecular mechanism of the ligand exchange reaction of an antibody against a glutathione-coated gold cluster†

Víctor Rojas-Cervellera, a Lluís Raich, a Jaakko Akola b,c,d and Carme Rovira * a,e

The labeling of proteins with heavy atom clusters is of paramount importance in biomedical research, but its detailed molecular mechanism remains unknown. Here we uncover it for the particular case of the anti-influenza N9 neuraminidase NC10 antibody against a glutathione-coated gold cluster by means of ab initio QM/MM calculations. We show that the labeling reaction follows an associative double SN2-like reaction mechanism, involving a proton transfer, with low activation barriers only if one of the two distinct peptide/peptidic ligands (the one that occupies the side position) is substituted. Positively charged residues in the vicinity of the incoming thiol result in strong interactions between the antibody and the AuMPC, favoring the ligand exchange reaction for suitable protein mutants. These results pave the way for future investigations aimed at engineering biomolecules to increase their reactivity towards a desired gold atom cluster.

Introduction

Monolayer-protected gold clusters [AuMPCs] are formed by an inner gold cluster that is rendered kinetically metastable by a protecting or stabilizing ligand layer.1,2 For core diameters <2 nm (up to 100 Au atoms), these systems display superatomic electronic shell-closings,3,4 and they are of great interest in biomedicine and nanobiotechnology,5,6 with practical applications in protein labelling, heating,7 and sensing.8 Site-specific biomolecule labelling of AuMPCs is also a promising technique for drug delivery.8 The fact that small enough MPCs can cross the blood–brain barrier without altering its integrity9 opens the door to possible applications for the treatment of cancer and central nervous system diseases.

A well-established technique to conjugate molecules to MPCs is based on the place-exchange reaction of Murray and coworkers.10,11 This reaction,10,11 also known as ligand exchange reaction, has been widely used to introduce new functionalities to AuMPCs. During the reaction, one of the ligands of the gold cluster is replaced by a biomolecule bearing a functional group that can bind to the cluster surface (e.g. a thiol group) through a sulfur–gold bond. The gold atoms of the AuMPC that participate in the reaction are those that protrude from the cluster surface, forming the so-called staple-motifs (Fig. 1a).12 Some of these gold atoms are exposed to the solvent,13 being potentially reactive.

Ligand exchange reactions involving proteins are particularly challenging due to the need to control the site of exchange.

Fig. 1 (a) Structures of monomeric (left) and dimeric (right) staple motifs located on the surface of AuMPCs. The latter contains two types of thiolate ligands: side thiolates (grey) and the apex thiolate (blue). (b) Illustrative scheme of the labeling of the NC10 antibody with an AuMPC.
protein labeling (usually, a solvent-exposed cysteine residue or a cysteine residue introduced by appropriate site-directed mutagenesis) to achieve reasonable reaction yields and avoid perturbation in the protein structure. In spite of these limitations, Ackerson and coworkers successfully achieved the labeling of proteins with AuMPCs (Fig. 1b). Specifically, AuMPC was conjugated to a single chain fragment (scFv) from a tetrameric protein, the anti-influenza N9 neuraminidase NC10 antibody (the protein C-terminal tail was previously mutated to incorporate an exposed cysteine residue). The AuMPC used in experiments contains glutathione (SG, a peptide of Glu-Cys-Gly sequence shown in the right panel of Fig. 2) as ligands and a gold cluster core of uncertain composition. Unfortunately, the molecular mechanism of the ligand-exchange reaction involving the NC10 antibody or any other protein–remains unknown, and this hampers the design of more effective protein mutants and AuMPCs for bioconjugation purposes.

In this work, we uncover the mechanism of the reaction of AuMPC towards the scFv fragment of the NC10 antibody using a combination of molecular dynamics and ab initio QM/MM techniques. Our results provide a microscopic description of the reaction for the first time, allowing predictions regarding the regioselectivity of the reaction (which peptidic ligand will preferentially be substituted) and explaining why certain protein mutants react better than others.

Methods

Model building

The initial coordinates of the protein atoms were taken from the X-ray crystal structure of a complex between the NC10 antibody and the influenza virus neuraminidase (PDB code 1NMB). The heavy chain of the NC10 scFv, which is the one binding to the gold cluster, was considered.

Classical MD simulations

Classical MD simulations using the AMBER software (see ESI, pages S2 and S3) were initially performed to equilibrate the structure of the protein alone. As AuMPC we considered Au25(SG)18−, a small and stable gold cluster with an 8-electron electronic shell closing. Au25(SR)18− clusters have been widely used for ligand exchange reactions. The fact that this cluster includes dimeric staple motifs introduces a higher degree of complexity with respect to the reaction involving monomeric staples (Fig. 1), as it is not obvious a priori whether the sulfur atom participating in the reaction (the thiolate being exchanged) will be the apex one or the side one (Fig. 2, right panel) upon bioconjugation to the protein. Classical MD simulations were also performed to check that the protein structure is stable after the ligand exchange reaction (ESI page 11).
using the Car-Parrinello Molecular Dynamics (CPMD) program,28,29 were used to identify the most solvent-exposed gold atom (hereafter referred as Au*), in the spirit of the work of Heinecke et al.30 (see further details in the ESI†). To build the initial protein···AuMPC complex, we manually placed the sulfhydryl group of the protein tail Cys residue in the vicinity (at ≈8 Å) of Au*. The protein···Au25(SG)18− complex (Fig. 2, left panel) was equilibrated by classical (120 ns) and QM/MM MD (7 ps) simulations. The following QM-MM partitioning was used: the 25 gold atoms and the cysteine (–C–CH2–S– fragment) of the 18 SG ligands, as well as the nucleophilic cysteine of the protein (Cys118, –C–CH2–SH fragment) (in total 121 atoms) were treated by quantum mechanics, using DFT and the PBE functional.31 Similar methodology has been used in previous works on reaction mechanisms.32–35 The rest of the system (i.e. part of cysteines, glutamates, glycines, sodium cations and water molecules, in total 43 253 atoms) was treated with the classical force-fields. Interestingly, the incoming cysteine residue (the nucleophilic Cys118) approached the Au* atom during the MD equilibration (from 8 Å to 6 Å). The distance was further reduced to 4.6 Å during the QM/MM MD simulation, being well oriented for ligand replacement.

To model the ligand exchange reaction, we progressively approached the nucleophilic Cys to the Au* atom, considering as reaction coordinate the difference between the distance of the cysteine sulfur atom and the Au* atom (dCSS–Au*) and the distance between the Au* atom and the sulfur atom of the glutathione leaving group (dAu–Swild). A series of constrained QM/MM optimizations were performed varying the reaction coordinate in small steps of 0.2–0.3 Å (see pages S8–S10 of the ESI†) in a sequential way. All the remaining degrees of freedom (including the protein atoms, solvent atoms and the AuMPC) were free to move. Structural optimization was performed by annealing of the ionic velocities in an ab initio molecular dynamics simulation, until the maximum component of the nuclear gradient is lower than 10−4 au per bohr (10−3 au per bohr for the gradient norm).

**Results and discussion**

As mentioned above, it is unknown whether the preferred glutathione ligand being replaced will be the apex one or the side one (Fig. 1a). Therefore, separate simulations were designed considering two different scenarios, depending on whether the substitution takes place at S_apex or S_side (Fig. 2, right panel).

**Substitution of the side glutathione**

Fig. 3a show the results obtained for ligand exchange at the side glutathione ligand. Consistent with experimental observations of associative mechanisms,10,36 the reaction starts by adsorption of the incoming protein sulfur atom (S_Cys) on Au*. The adsorbed state exhibits a S_Cys–Au* distance of 3.54 Å, which is similar to previously reported distances for a ligand exchange reaction in the gas-phase.30 Following adsorption, a two-step reaction was observed. In the first step, the incoming protein sulfur atom approaches Au* from 3.54 Å to 2.41 Å while the leaving SG breaks its bond with Au*, increasing the Au*–S_side distance (from 2.30 Å to 3.57 Å; see Fig. 3a). This leads to an intermediate state in which both the incoming thiol and the leaving AuMPC ligand are covalently bonded to the gold cluster (Fig. 3a and S4†). At this state, the hydrogen atom of the cysteine thiol is hydrogen bonded to S_side, being well prepared for proton transfer to the leaving group. The energy barrier for the first reaction step is 13.5 kcal mol⁻¹ and
the energy of the intermediate is 6.5 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) below that of the reactants (Fig. 4).

To complete the reaction, the incoming thiol binds to Au\(^{+}\) and displaces S\(_{\text{side}}\) in a second nucleophilic substitution. The abstraction of the cysteine hydrogen atom (H\(_{\text{s}}\)) in the case of side substitution and Au\(^{+}\) in the case of apex substitution occurs (Au\(^{+}\)–S\(_{\text{apex}}\) = 3.15 Å; Fig. 3b). The activation barrier for the first reaction step (11.6 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) is similar to the one obtained for substitution at the side ligand. In the first reaction step, the incoming thiol binds to the Au\(^{+}\) atom (S–Au\(^{+}\) = 2.36 Å; Fig. 3b) and cleavage of the contiguous Au\(^{+}\)–S\(_{\text{apex}}\) occurs (Au\(^{+}\)–S\(_{\text{apex}}\) = 3.15 Å; Fig. 3b).

The calculations considering ligand exchange at the apex glutathione (Fig. 3b and S5†) also started with absorption of the incoming cysteine, but the adsorbed state shows a longer S\(_{\text{Cys}}\)–Au\(^{+}\) distance (3.77 Å) than in the previous case (3.54 Å). In addition, significant structural and energetic differences were found in comparison with the substitution at the side SG ligand. In the first reaction step, the incoming thiol binds to the Au\(^{+}\) atom (S–Au\(^{+}\) = 2.36 Å; Fig. 3b) and cleavage of the contiguous Au\(^{+}\)–S\(_{\text{apex}}\) occurs (Au\(^{+}\)–S\(_{\text{apex}}\) = 3.15 Å; Fig. 3b). The activation barrier for the first reaction step (11.6 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) is similar to the one obtained for the substitution at the side ligand. However, the hydrogen atom of the cysteine thiol at the reaction intermediate is hydrogen bonded to a carbonyl oxygen atom of the leaving SG (1.84 Å), being still far from its proton acceptor (H\(_{\text{s}}\)⋯S\(_{\text{apex}}\) = 3.98 Å). Moreover, the staple motif is partially open (the Au\(^{+}\) atom is away from the other staple gold atoms) to accommodate the incoming thiol (Fig. 3b).

As a result, the intermediate is much less stable (6.5 kcal mol\(^{-1}\) above the reactants state) compared to the one obtained for substitution at the side ligand. Afterwards, the cysteine thiol performs a second nucleophilic attack towards Au\(^{+}\) and the apex SG ligand is released. As in the previous case, abstraction of the cysteine proton occurs simultaneously with the second nucleophilic attack. However, the activation barrier of this step is very large (36.6 kcal mol\(^{-1}\)) and the energy of the reaction products is above that of the reactants. Therefore, substitution at the apex SG ligand is unfavorable. Similar conclusions were reached by Fernando & Aikens in a study of the ligand exchange reaction of Au\(_{25}\)(SH)\(_{18}\) nanocluster with CH\(_3\)SH as the incoming thiol ligand.\(^{37}\) Apex substitution (named “central” in the former study) was found less favorable than side (i.e. “terminal”) substitution by ca. 10 kcal mol\(^{-1}\).

The different results obtained for the ligand exchange reaction involving the two types of SG ligands (side and apex) can be rationalized in terms of electronic and structural factors at the second reaction step. In particular, they depend on the properties of two atoms involved in the reaction: the hydrogen atom of the sulfhydryl group of the incoming cysteine (H\(_{\text{s}}\)) and the gold atom bonded to the leaving SG in the intermediate state (Au\(^{+}\) in the case of side substitution and Au\(^{+}\) for apex substitution). At the reaction intermediate, the incoming thiol is covalently bonded to Au\(^{+}\), which results in charge transfer from the bonded thiol to the gold cluster.\(^{38}\) As discussed in previous studies,\(^{38–41}\) charge transfer from bound thiols to gold atoms promotes proton transfer. In the case of substitution at the side SG, the Au\(^{+}\) atom is basic at the reaction intermediate, as reflected by its atomic Hirshfeld charge (−0.1e, Fig. S8†), and this facilitates proton transfer. Moreover, H\(_{\text{s}}\) is pointing towards S\(_{\text{side}}\), thus being well prepared for proton transfer to the leaving SG group.

In contrast, the atomic charge of Au\(^{+}\) in the case of substitution at the apex SG is positive (0.3e, Fig. S11†), and no H\(_{\text{s}}\)⋯Au interactions can assist the proton transfer to the leaving SG group, resulting in a high energy barrier. We think that this effect is independent of the charge state of the gold cluster, as the additional negative charge (−1) resides in the inner gold core. A second factor that increases the activation energy of the substitution at the apex SG ligand is that the Au\(^{+}\) atom needs to recover its position in the dimeric staple and this atomic reorganization has a larger energetic cost compared with substitution at the side SG, which does not involve significant rearrangements of the gold core. Such an atomic rearrangement, previously observed in non-protein environments,\(^{36,37}\) only occurs at the intermediate state, as the Au–Au bond is again formed during the second step of the reaction mechanism. Altogether results show a lower energy barrier for substitution at the side ligand compared with the apex one. Therefore, our calculations predict that the ligand exchange
reaction in scFv...Au$_{25}$(SG)$_{18}^-$ will preferentially take place at the side SG ligand.

**Effect of mutations of the protein C-terminal tail**

As a last step in our investigation, we considered how the composition of the C-terminal tail of scFv affects the mechanism and the energy profile of the ligand exchange reaction. Experimentally, it has been found that different mutants of the NC10 antibody react differently with AuMPCs. In particular, the scFv—Ala-Lys-Lys-Glu-Cys-Gly mutant (hereafter named mutant I, the present case) shows quantitative reaction, whereas the scFv—Cys mutant (hereafter named mutant II) does not react at all. The two antibody mutants exhibit a different type of residues in the vicinity of the reactive cysteine.

Mutant II displays only neutral residues (either hydrophobic, e.g. leucine and valine, or polar uncharged, e.g. threonine and cyteine), while mutant I exhibits both neutral (Ala and Gly) and charged residues (Lys and Glu). The presence of positively charged groups in the vicinity of the reactive cysteine was suggested to be the main reason of the enhanced reactivity of mutant I towards the negatively charged AuMPC.\textsuperscript{14}

To shed light on these variations, we performed additional MD simulations on mutant II scFv...Au$_{25}$(SG)$_{18}^-$. As in the former case, the sulfhydryl group of the reactive cysteine was placed near the Au* atom and the Au$_{25}$(SG)$_{18}^-$ complex was equilibrated by classical and QM/MM MD simulations. The system displayed large oscillations of the SCys–Au* distance compared with mutant I, but the protein tail was still able to get close to AuMPC, up to a distance of 4.8 Å from the Au* atom, i.e. just 0.3 Å longer than the one obtained for the QM/MM optimized structure of mutant I scFv...Au$_{25}$(SG)$_{18}^-$(before adsorption occurs). To test how mutation of the C-terminal tail residues affects the energy barriers, we performed additional QM/MM optimizations of mutant II starting from the stationary states obtained for mutant I, considering substitution at the side SG ligand (Fig. 3a and S4†). The energy barriers for the two reaction steps turned out to be significantly high (31.7 kcal mol$^{-1}$ and 24.2, respectively, Fig. S15†), explaining why this mutant is inactive towards ligand exchange reaction.\textsuperscript{14}

The reason for the different reactivity of the two mutants can be related to the protein...AuMPC interactions formed upon adsorption of the reactive cysteine side chain (Fig. 5). Analysis of the structures obtained along the ligand exchange reaction shows that the two lysine residues of the protein tail of mutant I strongly interact with the carboxylate groups of the AuMPC SG ligands. These interactions, absent in mutant II (the protein tail does not contain charged residues), lead to a tight binding between the antibody and AuMPC. In contrast, mutant II exhibits only much weaker serine–carboxylate interactions, consistent with the large oscillations of the SCys–Au* distance (Fig. S13†). Therefore, we conclude that the higher energy barriers observed for mutant II are due to the weaker adsorption of the reactive cysteine and the looser peptide–AuMPC interactions compared to mutant I. Our results also show that QM/MM techniques can be useful predictive tools to rationalize experiments of AuMPC binding to proteins.

**Conclusions**

Our combined classical and QM/MM MD study shows that the ligand exchange reaction in the scFv...Au$_{25}$(SG)$_{18}^-$ complex consists of two S$_\text{N}2$-like reactions, the second one coupled with a proton transfer. However, the molecular mechanism and the identity of the rate-limiting step strongly depend on which SG ligand is being substituted, with the side ligand favored over the apex one. Therefore, our calculations predict that bioconjugation will preferentially take place on the former ligand.
Interestingly, a recent X-ray study\(^{20}\) revealed that only the \textit{side} thiolate bonded to the most solvent-exposed gold atom is substituted when Au\(_{128}(\text{SC}_{2}\text{H}_{4}\text{Ph})_{18}\) was exposed to a 5-fold molar excess of pBPT for 7 min. This suggests that the mechanism obtained here can be transferred to non-protein environments. Furthermore, the calculations show that the effectiveness of the reaction depends on the presence of positive residues at the protein C-terminal tail that can form attractive intermolecular interactions with the carboxylate groups of the SG ligands, facilitating the adsorption of the protein cysteine on the gold cluster surface.
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